Selective mode couplers representing a planar variant of input/output prism couplers have been fabricated. The planar couplers developed demonstrate selective excitation of solitary modes of different orders in channel waveguides. Mode division/multiplexing units based on these couplers can provide practical applications of modal data compression in multimode fibre links, resulting in multiplication of the transmission capacity.
Introduction
The presented materials concern the actual problem of substantially increasing the informational capacity of optical communication systems based on multimode fibres like metropolitan fibre links and local area networks. The promising solution could be application of the modal data compression method that utilizes solitary fibre mode groups as independent informational channels. Then the fibre system informational capacity is multiplied due to both organization of additional informational channels and bandwidth enhancement for each solitary mode channel. In order to apply this method, cheap and effective elements named mode division/multiplexing (MDM) units must be developed.
Different techniques intended for solitary fibre mode launching have been developed and applied (for example, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] ).
Selectively excited lowest order modes were transmitted through commercial multimode fibres to distances up to 2 km that enabled multiplication of the bandwidthdistance product [1] [2] [3] [4] . However, the problem of selective mode launch is still not solved completely. Most of the developed launchers excite effectively only the lowest order fibre mode, while selective launching of the modes of other orders led to significant complication of the launchers and fibre-matching elements, and also to a decrease of launch efficiency (see, e.g., [8, 9] ). Furthermore, these launchers usually do not allow independent excitation of fibre modes of different orders at the same time. The launchers capable of providing this operating regime remain at the stage of design and simulation of operating performances [6, 7] .
Recently a new approach to selective fibre mode launching/detecting has been proposed where a fibrecompatible integrated optical MDM unit is applied [10] . The key diagram of the unit is shown on figure 1. Selective fibre mode launching is performed here by selective excitation of the modes of a multimode channel waveguide that is matched with the fibre in the usual manner-traditional axial butt joining or, if necessary, with matching GRIN elements described, for example, in [11] planar selective mode coupler operating as a mode detector are presented in [12] .
Here, we demonstrate the first experimental results on selective launching the modes of different orders by the planar coupler. The selective mode coupler is a key element of the MDM unit, and serviceability of the coupler in both reversal operating regimes argues the viability of the proposed MDM unit scheme.
Coupler scheme
The planar selective coupler is formed as a full planar longitudinal coupler operating like well-known integrated optical input/output prism couplers. The coupler is capable of serving both as a selective channel mode launcher and as a channel mode detector. A schematic diagram of the selective coupler is shown on figure 2 , where ray tracing of the launching regime is plotted. The single-mode planar region represents the analogue of the bulk prism in a traditional coupler. The mode index in this region must exceed the indices of the modes excited in the multimode channel waveguide. Excitation of the channel modes of different orders is performed by planar beams reaching the tunnelling zone of the coupler with different inclinations to the multimode channel guide. Referring to the principle of a traditional prism coupler, the angular condition for planar-channel mode phase matching can be defined by the relation: cos(α p ) = N i j /N p , where α p -the planar beam inclination angle, N i j and N p -the mode indices of the excited channel mode M i j and of the single planar mode M p , respectively. Meeting this condition provides mutual coupling between the planar light beam and the channel mode of certain order. While the N p value is the same for all planar beams, the N i j value decreases when the channel mode order increases. Therefore, the higher the channel mode orders the larger the inclination angles.
In the MDM unit scheme, the required directions of planar beams are provided by the single-mode channel waveguides (see figure 1) . Each guide must be inclined to the multimode channel guide axis by the angle α p corresponding to the channel mode of certain order to be excited by the planar beam coming from this single-mode channel guide. Planar horn transitions transform the modes of single-mode channel waveguides to the planar beams by retaining the inclination directions. Thus solitary mode launching is performed by consecutive transformation of the input optical signals coming through the single-mode channel guide to the planar beam and then to the mode of the defined order in the multimode channel waveguide. Simultaneous independent transmission of different optical signals through separate channel-planarchannel chains allows realization of modal data compression.
Experimental results
The experimental samples have been fabricated based on ion-exchanged waveguide structures into the substrates of commercial optical glass K8. At the first stage, the multimode channel waveguides were formed by ion exchange into potassium nitrate melt over 4.5-7 h at the temperature 400
• C through mask windows of 6 µm width. At the second stage, diluted silver nitrate melt was used to obtain the planar coupler part of 1 cm width by treatment over 25-40 min at 330
• C. Examinations of the selective couplers were performed according to the ray tracing scheme shown in figure 2. Ordinary bulk prism couplers were used for launching the planar beams and to control the modes of the multimode channel waveguide. The patterns of the excited channel modes outcoupled by the control bulk prism were observed on the cross screen where every outcoupled channel mode looks like a dashed light strip with extended intensity maximums distributed along it in accordance with the original mode power cross distribution into the channel waveguide. An example of these patterns is shown in figure 3 for the packet of several channel modes excited simultaneously by one of the usual methods, with the light beam focused at the end face of the multimode channel guide. In this photo, the strips associated with the modes of different orders are located one above another with the separation distances depending on the differences between the mode indices, and light dashes showing intensity maximums along the strips are seen. The number of dashes in each strip depends on the order of the corresponding channel mode. Testing of the mode spectrum of the fabricated multimode channel guides showed that different samples transmitted from 5 to 8 channel modes.
In experiments on selective channel mode launching, a light beam directly from a He-Ne laser was applied, and regulation of incident angles in meridional and sagittal planes was performed. When incident beam inclinations into these planes satisfied the correspondent angular conditions for usual launching the single planar mode M p by the ordinary prism coupler and also for planar-channel mode coupling (α p ), the planar coupler demonstrated selective excitation of the solitary modes in the channel waveguide one by one. Differences between the α p values (determined considering the measured values of the incident beam inclination angles and N p ) for loworder channel modes of adjacent orders were 15-30 arcmin while total differences between selectively excited boundary modes of lowest and highest orders were up to 2
• . Figure 4 presents the patterns of selectively excited channel modes outcoupled by the control bulk prism. Every pattern contains Thus full accordance with the expected operating regime of selective excitation of the channel modes of different orders was obtained.
Further improvement of the selective coupler can be achieved by optimizing the parameters of the planar and multimode channel waveguides for increasing the angular separation between the actuating planar beams and also by realization of the coupler based on buried waveguide structures for optimization of fibre-waveguide matching conditions.
Conclusions
The model samples of full planar selective mode couplers for multimode channel waveguides have been fabricated. The serviceability of the coupler as a selective mode launcher was experimentally demonstrated by excitation of solitary channel modes of different orders. The obtained results confirm the viability of the proposed coupler scheme that enable building a simple fibre-compatible MDM unit. Application of MDM units in multimode fibre links could allow the multiplication of the total transmission capacity of the systems.
